For his friends to combine to found this lecture and to confine it so strictly within the orbit of this city shows that Dr. Long Fox was proud to be a citizen of no mean city and of its Medical School which he had adorned. So to an exile, also proud of his native city and of the University which nurtured him, I 
We were reluctant to accept this, so we went back to overhaul our survey mechanism but we could find nothing to suggest that we had tended to under-register elderly cases, in fact just the opposite, the older people got the more they tended to over-estimate their age. We then assumed that older people just did not attend hospital when they had cancer. But the more we probed into it the less likely did this appear to be the explanation. In fact the "over 45V' attended hospital in conSlderable excess of the proportion they bore to the total population and were autopsied to a greater extent. 
